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SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on Legal Affairs calls on the Committee on the Internal Market and 
Consumer Protection, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following suggestions 
in its motion for a resolution:

1. Welcomes the Commission's Green Paper on Review of the Consumer Acquis, 
particularly the stated goal of modernising, simplifying and improving the regulatory 
regime for professionals and consumers;

2. Insists on the linkage between this Review which will deal with consumer contracts and 
the work being carried out on all contract law in general within the continuing process to 
achieve a CFR and therefore stresses that this Review and the work on the CFR need to 
progress in a complementary way whilst acknowledging that achieving this linkage 
should not impede or delay the current Review process;

3. Believes that it is essential to have a clear overall vision of how the various legal and 
regulatory regimes affecting consumer and commercial law activities at EU level interact 
and function together especially the relationship between any instrument produced by this 
Review and those dealing with conflict of law rules (Rome I and Rome II) and others 
based on the country of origin principle (i.e. the E-commerce Directive);

4. Believes that it is essential that the Community legislator should take action to eradicate 
any inconsistencies that exist between the consumer directives under review;

5. Whilst acknowledging the possible advantages of what some have termed a basic 
‘Consumer Rights’ Directive following the Commission idea of a horizontal instrument 
remains concerned at the level of maximum harmonisation any such approach might lead 
to and the possible resultant loss of certain national rights;

6. Notes that Annex 1 of the Green Paper contains at points 4 and 5 an extensive list of legal 
contractual issues relevant to consumer contracts, that some of these issues have already 
formed part of the work on the CFR and that many are of a highly ‘political’ nature where 
were any general rule to form part of a harmonised instrument at EU level there would 
need to be extensive (including public) debate and consideration;

7. Considers that both consumer confidence and cross border trade could be assisted by the 
development of a ‘blue flag’ system allowing parties to opt for one of a number of 
possible EU approved standard terms and conditions of  business and that more effort 
could be directed towards such practical solutions;

8. Considers that consumer confidence is also linked to the availability of redress and 
compensation mechanisms; notes that considerable obstacles to cross border justice still 
remain in terms of complexity and cost and that this situation might be assisted by the 
introduction of collective redress mechanisms and asks the Commission to continue 
consideration of the options in this respect.


